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Explaining Nonprofit Advocacy:
An Exploratory Analysis
Lester M. Salamon

"... the search for explicative laws in natural facts proceeds in a tortuous fashion. In the face
of some inexplicable facts you must try to imagine many general laws, whose connection
with your facts escapes you. Then suddenly, in the unexpected connection of a result, a
specific situation, and one of those laws, you perceive a line of reasoning that seems more
convincing than the others. You try, in applying it to all similar cases, to use it for making
predictions, and you discover that your intuition was right. But, until you reach the end you
never know which predicates to introduce into your reasoning and which to omit."
Umberto Eco, The Name of the Rose

Introduction
Of all the functions of the nonprofit sector, few are more critical than that of advocacy, of
representing alternative perspectives and pressing them on public and private decisionmakers.
Former Independent Sector President Brian O'Connell has referred to advocacy as "the
quintessential function of the voluntary sector." 1 In its 1975 analysis of the nonprofit sector, the
private Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs (the Filer Commission) reached a
similar conclusion, terming the "monitoring and influencing of government...one of the most
important and effective functions of the private nonprofit sector."2 Indeed, of the nine
"underlying functions" of nonprofit organizations identified by the Filer Commission, five
pertained directly or indirectly to advocacy ("developing public policy," "supporting minority or
local interests," "overseeing government," "bringing the sectors together," and "furthering active
citizenship and altruism"). Academic experts as well have stressed the vital importance of the
advocacy function of nonprofit organizations. Thus, in his groundbreaking analysis of nonprofit
organizations in the early 1980s, sociologist Ralph Kramer identified advocacy, or change
agentry, as "a unique organizational competence of the voluntary agency."3 More recently
Michael O'Neill pointed to the advocacy function as "the ultimate defining characteristic of the
nonprofit sector."4

This stress on the advocacy function of nonprofit organizations reflects a belief in the
contribution this function is thought to make to the maintenance of democracy. “The very idea
of a government, republican in form,” the Supreme Court pointed out in 1876, “implies the right
on the part of its citizens to meet peaceably for consultation in respect to public affairs and to
petition for redress of grievances.”5 Although early American political thinkers warned against
the “evils of faction” and, at least by implication, of the voluntary groups through which factions
worked, the twentieth century encounters with totalitarianism
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produced a new-found faith in the centrality of intermediary institutions as protectors of
democratic life. To preserve democratic control, William Kornhauser has thus written, a “wide
variety of independent, limited function organizations” is needed, both to prevent the atomization
of the masses and to protect elites from mass dominance.6 Peter Berger and Richard John
Neuhaus are even more insistent on this point, identifying nonprofit organizations and other
“mediating structures” as “essential for a vital democratic society.”7
The Problem
Despite the importance attached to the advocacy function of nonprofit organizations,
precious little is known in solid empirical terms about the extent to which nonprofit
organizations actually perform this function. To be sure, the massive proliferation of tax-exempt
status and professional associations in the American political process has been welldocumented.8 So, too, professional associations in the American political process have played in
the major social movements that have animated the past three decades of American life—the
civil rights movement, the women’s movement, the environmental movement, the consumer
movement, and the anti-abortion movement. These developments led to the emergence of a
veritable nonprofit public-interest “industry” in the 1960s and 1970s which regularly investigates
social and environmental problems, issues reports, organizes mass demonstrations, testifies
before Congress, and generally stimulates action on a broad range of public issues.9 Given the
visibility of these activities, and the stress that is placed on the centrality of the advocacy
function nonprofits are supposed to perform, it is understandable how one prominent textbook
could maintain that “virtually all types of nonprofits engage to some extent in lobbying and
public information campaigns.”10
But how extensively do nonprofit organizations really engage in advocacy? In his study of
20 agencies serving the handicapped in the U.S. in the early 1970s, for example, Ralph Kramer
found that only 8 engaged in advocacy activities.11 Similarly, after examining the listings of 1,
250 private social welfare agencies in local social service directories in 12 U.S. counties, Sosin
concluded that only 11 percent participate in advocacy.12 Even the apparent prevalence of recent
research, for example, indicated that as of the early 1980s only 4 percent of all organizations
with a Washington presence represented consumer, environmental, single-cause, or other similar
citizen constituencies.13 Could it be that our assumptions about the importance of the advocacy
function among nonprofits is leading us to exaggerate the extent to which organizations actually
engage in this activity? To the extent this is so, moreover, what would it suggest about the
theoretical perspectives through which we interpret and understand this sector?
Approach
To answer these questions, we included questions on advocacy in a survey we conducted of
3,400 nonprofit public-benefit organizations other than hospitals and higher education
institutions in sixteen communities scattered widely across the United States in the early 1980s.
Two types of questions were directed to agencies to elicit their involvement in advocacy activity:
first, responding agencies were asked if they engaged in either or both of two varieties of
advocacy activity—“advocacy for particular client groups” and “advocacy for political
legislative issues”; second, responding agencies were asked to indicate what share of their
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expenditures they devoted to “legal services or advocacy” as one of nine functional areas of
activity.
To be sure, these measures did not make it possible to delve into particular forms of
advocacy activity (e.g., direct action, grassroots education, publicity, letter-writing campaigns) or
to differentiate advocacy for basic social change from advocacy for increased expenditures on
programs that benefit an agency. Since the measures involved self-identification, moreover, it is
possible that some distortion may have resulted. However, given the stress placed on the
importance of the advocacy function, it is likely that this distortion would be in the direction of
overstating rather than understating the advocacy activity that occurs. By including separate
questions on the extent of advocacy activity and the extent of resources devoted to advocacy, it
should be possible to tap the advocacy behavior even of agencies with limited paid staff
involvement, which is particularly important given the voluntary nature of much advocacy
activity. For all of these reasons, the data resulting from our survey provide a reasonable first
approximation of the extent of advocacy involvement on the part of a broad cross-section of
nonprofit public-interest organizations. What is more, the fact that we embraced within our
survey sample not only 501 (c)(3) organizations, but also the more specialized 501 (c)(4)
organizations that concentrate on lobbying, gives us added confidence in the completeness of the
results.
In the discussion that follows, I look first at what our survey shows about the actual extent of
advocacy activity on the part of nonprofit public-benefit agencies in our target communities.
With this as backdrop, I then examine in Section II a number of possible explanations of the
patterns of nonprofit advocacy activity that are apparent. Section III then tests these theories
against the data in our survey. In the concluding section, finally, I outline some of the major
implications that seem to flow from the results.

The Nature and Extent of Nonprofit Advocacy Activity
Broadly conceived, advocacy is the "active espousal of a position, a point of view, or a
course of action."14 Applied to the nonprofit, public-benefit service organizations of concern to
us here, the concept has a slightly narrower meaning. Instead of any espousal of a position, it
refers more specifically to what Craig Jenkins has termed "any attempt to influence the decisions
of any institutional elite on behalf of a collective interest."15 Two aspects of this definition are
particularly noteworthy: first, the emphasis on private, not just governmental, institutions as the
objects of advocacy activity; and second, the focus on "collective interest," on benefits that, in
Jeffrey Berry's terms, "may be shared by all people, independent of their membership or support
of a given group,"16 rather than private benefits, as the principal goal of advocacy activity.
Advocacy thus differs from other service activity. Where service delivery involves the
provision of divisible benefits to particular individuals, advocacy involves changing policies and
thus the range or quantity of such benefits available to entire classes of individuals.17 Because of
this, advocacy is somewhat more difficult for organizations to support since those who benefit
from it do so whether or not they belong to the organization or otherwise contribute to its
operations.
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Legal Constraints on Nonprofit Advocacy
Advocacy also differs from other types of nonprofit service activity because of its treatment
in law. Under U.S. tax law, public-benefit nonprofit organizations are prohibited from engaging
in certain kinds of advocacy activity and limited in the extent to which they can engage in others.
The prohibition applies to “political campaign activity,” which involves providing support or
engaging in opposition to candidates running for public office.18 Public-benefit nonprofit
organizations are proscribed from taking part in such activity. The limitation also applies to
“lobbying,” i.e., to efforts to influence the passage or defeat of particular pieces of legislation.19
Public-benefit nonprofit organizations are permitted to engage in lobbying, but they risk losing
their 501 (c)(3) status if they devote “a substantial part” of their activities to it. As interpreted by
the Internal Revenue Service, “substantial part” has come to mean approximately 20 percent of
an organization’s expenditures.
Underlying these legal restrictions is the belief that while advocacy is important to
democracy, government should not subsidize it, even through favorable tax treatment.
Otherwise, government could itself become party to the issues in dispute or be accused of
supporting one candidate over another, particularly if one side has greater access to tax
deductible gifts, and hence to the implicit tax subsidy such gifts involve. Beyond this, courts
have interpreted the limitation on lobbying by charitable nonprofits as desirable to avoid the
possible use of such organizations for selfish purposes on the part of individuals who donate to
charities in order to secure support for causes in which they have personal financial interests.
While these provisions would seem to limit rather narrowly the range of advocacy activity in
which nonprofit charitable organizations can engage and still retain their 501(c)(3) status, the
limitations are actually far less confining than they might at first appear. “Lobbying” and
“political campaign activity” turn out to be rather technical concepts. Thus, the prohibition on
“political campaign activity” does not prevent nonprofit organizations from providing certain
kinds of assistance to potential candidates prior to the start of campaigns, especially when such
assistance is informational and is provided to other potential candidates as well. Similarly, and
more importantly, the limitation on “lobbying” applies only to efforts designed directly to affect
the outcome of specific pieces of legislation actively under consideration in the legislative
process. It therefore does not apply to the following types of other “advocacy” activity:20
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examining broad social, economic, or political problems;
Communicating the results of nonpartisan research and analysis to government
officials;
Providing advice to legislators in response to written legislative requests;
Taking actions to influence decisions that might affect the existence of a nonprofit
organization or its power or duties;
Communicating with an organization’s members about pending legislation, unless the
communication urges members to influence the outcome of a legislative vote; or
Routine communication with government officials.

Nonprofit organizations are thus permitted, without limit, to call attention to overlooked public
problems, to engage in grassroots lobbying to generate public interest in these problems, to
communicate their concerns to elected officials, and to report to their members on efforts to
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generate governmental responses to these problems. It is only when the action moves into the
legislative arena and focuses on particular pieces of legislation that the limitations identified
above come into effect, and even then they do not prohibit nonprofit involvement, only limit its
relative extent. What is more, the limitations only apply to so-called “charitable” nonprofits, i.e.
those organized under Section 501 (c)(3) of the tax code. For organizations willing to forego the
deductibility of contributions that is the distinguishing feature of the 501 (c)(3) category, even
this limitation does not apply and such organizations can qualify for tax exemption under Section
501 (c)(4) of the tax code.21 In other words, advocacy embraces a wide range of possible
activities related to the espousal of a point of view or course of action, and only a very narrow
band of these activities is subject to any serious legal limitation. Nevertheless, many nonprofits
are unaware of exactly where the line between the permissible and impermissible lies.
The Extent of Nonprofit Advocacy
Whether for this or for other reasons, advocacy activity among nonprofit public-benefit
organizations, as reflected in our survey, turns out to be far less extensive than is commonly
assumed. Thus, as shown in Table 1, only 16 percent of all agencies indicated any expenditures
on advocacy activity, and for half of these the expenditures were 10 percent or less of total
agency spending, well below the 20 percent cutoff for explicit legislative lobbying alone. This is
so, moreover, despite the fact that our survey grouped advocacy together with legal services,
which means that these data probably overstate the extent of advocacy effort that really exists.
Table 1
Extent of Advocacy Activity by Nonprofit Human Service and Arts Organizations
Percent of
Agencies
(N=3332)

Measures

Any expenditures on advocacy

16.0

Advocacy for particular client group

15.2

Advocacy for political/legislative issues

10.4

Advocacy for clients or political/legislative issues

18.0

Source: Salamon Round 1 Nonprofit Survey

That this general picture is not distorted by focusing exclusively on expenditures as a
measure of advocacy activity is evident in the additional data provided in Table 1. What these
data show is that even when the definition of advocacy is relaxed to embrace purely volunteer
activity and not simply activity involving expenditures, fewer than 20 percent of the agencies
indicated that they engage in such activity either on behalf of particular client groups or on
behalf of a political or legislative issue. Indeed, the proportion that engages in any advocacy
activity is roughly equivalent to the share that makes expenditures on advocacy.
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While the overall level of advocacy activity is considerably lower than classical images of
the sector might suggest, this general picture also obscures some important variations among
types of agencies. Thus, as Table 2 shows, “multiservice” organizations are proportionally twice
as likely to engage in advocacy activity as are public-benefit organizations generally, and arts
and culture organizations are one-third as likely to do so.
Table 2
Extent of Advocacy Activity by Type of Nonprofit Agency
Type of Agency

% of Agencies With Any Advocacy Activity

Legal Services/Advocacy

78.5

Multiservice

31.0

Housing

22.2

Employment and Training

18.3

Mental Health

17.2

Social Services

16.7

Institutional, residential care

13.7

Education, research

12.5

Health

10.0

Arts, culture

4.9

ALL

18.0

While some of these disparities are understandable (e.g., arts organizations have much less to
do with public policy than housing agencies) others are harder to explain (e.g., the limited
advocacy activity of health-oriented nonprofits). How, then, can we explain these variations?
More generally, what clues can these variations offer about the limited extent of nonprofit
advocacy overall?
To answer these questions, it is helpful to identify some of the factors that existing theories
suggest might be involved. We can then test these theories against the available evidence to
determine what help they can provide us in interpreting the data from our survey.

Theoretical Perspectives
Broadly speaking, four sets of theories are available to help explain the presence or absence
of advocacy activity on the part of nonprofit, public-benefit service organizations. Each of these
theories identifies a set of factors that may incline nonprofits to engage or not engage in
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advocacy activity, or explains why a factor considered by one theory to be negatively related to
advocacy might have a positive relationship instead.
•

The Paradigm of Conflict. The first of these theories is the paradigm of conflict, which
has dominated thinking about the nonprofit sector for much of the past century. Rooted
in conservative hostility to the rise of the modern state, but reinforced by the prevailing
market failure/government failure theory of the nonprofit sector, which views nonprofit
organizations principally as an alternative to the state in the provision of collective goods,
this paradigm posits an inherent conflict between the state and the voluntary sector. The
growth of the state, in this view, crowds out nonprofit activity and renders it functionally
obsolete.22 State action is viewed from this perspective as particularly hostile to
nonprofit advocacy activity, as the state seeks to eliminate potential centers of resistance
to its dominant position in society. As government expands its role as a funder of
nonprofit activity, therefore, the advocacy role of the nonprofit sector will decline. As
the leading textbook in the field puts it: “Government has not been eager to fund some of
its sharpest critics.”23 According to this line of theory, the limited advocacy involvement
of nonprofit organizations can be traced to the growth of government funding of
nonprofit activity. This is, in fact, perhaps the dominant theoretical perspective on
nonprofit advocacy in the United States. As Ralph Kramer has noted: “The dangers of
co-optation of voluntary agencies and inhibition of their advocacy because of financial
reliance on government” has been “a recurrent theme in the United States”.24

•

Organization Theory. A second potential explanation of the prevailing patterns of
advocacy activity on the part of nonprofit public-service agencies focuses not on the
source of agency income but on a variety of broader organizational features. According
to these theories, organizations have their own maintenance and enhancement needs that
come to dominate organizational behavior as the organization grows and matures. In this
view, agencies have significant latitude in how they define their relationship with their
external environment and they choose the one that is most comfortable for the agency
staff and most consistent with the long-term needs of the organization, even when this is
not optimal from the perspective of an immediate target population.25 In the process,
goal displacement occurs as the maintenance needs of the organization and the
professional demands of its personnel come to take priority over the basic needs of the
organization’s clientele.26 Because of the collective nature of nonprofit advocacy gains,
the fact that they are available to those who do not belong to an organization as well as to
those who do, advocacy is not terribly supportive of organizational survival and growth.
To the contrary, by endangering important sources of financial support and the
professional respectability of agency cadre, advocacy can do actual harm. Thus, some
analysts have argued that the professionalization of social work in the 1940s and 1950s
led many social work agencies to adopt an essentially medicalized pattern of task
accomplishment featuring individualized “case work” and to turn away from social
change advocacy aimed at the broader social conditions that helped to create poverty and
disadvantage in the first place. As one student of the field has put it:
The influence of psychiatry became so pervasive that much of the family service casework became
almost exclusively a verbal therapeutic process focusing on intrapsychic factors and interpersonal
relationship aspects of individuals…Social advocacy for improvement of the social
environment…became much less prominent than it had been in the early days of the movement.27
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According to this line of theory, therefore, advocacy is at base a volunteer sport that is most
likely to take place when agencies are young and volunteer-based. By contrast, as agencies
become larger, older, and more professionalized, they will lose their commitment to advocacy.28
Given this theory, we would expect that the larger, older, and more professionalized the agency,
the less likely it will be to engage in advocacy.29
•

Resource Mobilization Theory. A far different conception of the relationship between
organizational development and advocacy is evident in a third body of theory known as
“resource mobilization theory.” According to this line of argument, advocacy cannot
easily be sustained by spontaneous volunteer activity alone. Rather, offices must be set
up, press releases prepared, communications links established, and credible information
gathered in order to have the influence desired. As a consequence, resources must be
mobilized. In this view, social problems are present at all times in virtually all societies.
What keeps such problems from being translated into advocacy action is the absence of
the human, financial, and organizational resources that effective advocacy requires,
particularly in a highly developed society.30 The availability or unavailability of outside
patronage thus significantly determines the extent of advocacy action.31 So, too, the
presence of existing organizational structures, far from impeding advocacy action, can
significantly advance it. Under this “resource mobilization theory,” organizational age,
resources, and professionalism, far from limiting advocacy action, may actually foster it.

•

Paradigm of Partnership. The fourth body of theory picks up this insight from resource
mobilization theory but adds to it the observation that in a context where private interests
may have reasons to shy away from providing the needed patronage for advocacy, such
patronage may come, paradoxically enough, from the state. According to the paradigm
of partnership conception, the relationship between government and the nonprofit sector
is not inherently conflictual, as portrayed in the paradigm of conflict. Rather, these two
sets of institutions are highly complementary, creating important potential for
cooperation instead.32 Instead of the all-powerful bureaucratic monolith pictured in the
paradigm of conflict, the state as perceived in the paradigm of partnership is highly
fragmented, with disparate agencies forced to identify their own sources of outside
support to sustain their activities. Thanks to their community roots, nonprofit
organizations are often in an excellent position to generate such support and thus help
favored agencies in their competition for responsibility and resources. What is more,
given their public-benefit orientation, nonprofit organizations may have more in common
substantively and programmatically with governmental agencies than with some of the
available sources of private charitable support. This is particularly true given the fact that
public-interest advocacy often embraces efforts to influence private and not just
governmental elites on behalf of various policy outcomes. At the same time, nonprofits
need government because of government’s superior ability to raise revenue for the
public-benefit purposes that these two sectors often share. Paradoxically, this line of
thinking would lead us to expect a higher level of advocacy activity among agencies with
a higher level of government funding, and much more constrained ability to engage in
advocacy activity on the part of agencies restricted to private sources of support.
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Assessing the Alternative Theories
To what extent do these alternative explanations find support in the data we have assembled
on nonprofit human service and arts organizations? Because of limitations of the basic data and
the inherent difficulty of translating some of the central concepts into operational form, it is not
possible to answer this question definitively. As noted above, for example, our measure of
advocacy does not fully capture the rich texturing of alternative styles and forms that this activity
can take, nor is it easy to measure empirically in a broad cross-sectional sample a concept as
elusive as the degree of professionalization of an agency. Nevertheless, despite these limitations,
our data do make it possible to shed at least some potentially useful light on the extent to which
these alternative theories account for the variations in advocacy activity we have observed.
To carry out such an analysis, we use as our dependent variables the two measures of
advocacy activity described above: first, whether an agency engages in advocacy activity at all,
either for particular clientele or for particular causes; and second, the share of agency
expenditures going into this advocacy activity.
So far as the independent variables are concerned, the revenue variables can be measured
fairly straightforwardly in terms of agency income coming from these various sources. In
particular:
•

Government revenue includes all revenue from public agencies, whether federal, state,
or local, and whether in the form of grants, contracts, or third-party payments;

•

Private philanthropy includes gifts and grants from individuals, corporations,
foundations, and federated funding organizations;

•

Fees and charges include income from the sale of agency services and other business
income.

Converting the organizational variables into operational form was a bit more
complicated. Broadly speaking, we developed several indicators of agency bureaucratization:
•

Agency size, which was measured in terms of both expenditures and employment;

•

Agency age, which was measured from the year of formation;

•

Professionalization, which was measured in two ways: first, as the ratio of volunteers to
paid staff in the agency; and second, in terms of the proportion of agency expenditures
going into service activities that are generally regarded as more “professionalized” (i.e.
health care, institutional care, social services, and arts and culture).

Table 3 summarizes these variables and the relationships that the various theories posit
between them and the advocacy behavior of nonprofit public-benefit organizations. Thus, both
the paradigm of conflict and the paradigm of partnership identify the source of income as
important to the advocacy behavior of nonprofit organizations. However, the conflict theory
9
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posits a positive relationship between advocacy activity and the various sources of private
giving, but a negative relationship between advocacy and the percent of income coming from
government. By contrast, the partnership theory posits a positive relationship between advocacy
and government support and a negative one between advocacy and at least certain types of
private giving, especially the extent of reliance on corporate support.
The organization theory and resource mobilization theory both view the level of
bureaucratization as important to the advocacy involvement of nonprofit organizations.
However, where organization theory views age, size, and degree of professionalization as
negatively related to advocacy, resource mobilization theory views them as positively related.
Generally speaking, moreover, the conflict theory agrees with the organization theory
perspective and the partnership theory with the resource mobilization perspective.
Table 3
Factors Thought to Influence Nonprofit Advocacy Activity
Hypothesized Relationship to Nonprofit Advocacy Under:

Dimension Factor

FUNDING SOURCE
Government
Philanthropy
Fees, charges
BUREAUCRATIZATION
Size (expenditures)
Size (employees)
Age
Volunteer/staff ratio
Professionalization
CLIENTELE
% Poor

Conflict Theory

Organization
Theory

Resource
Mobilization
Theory

+
-

Partnership
Theory

+
-

-

+
+

+
+

+
-

+
-

+

+

+

+

+

+

To test these relationships, we proceed in two basic steps: first, we examine the source of
support and organizational variables individually, using basic cross-tabulation and correlation
analysis; then, because a number of the variables are interrelated, we use regression and analysis
to sort out the independent effect of each while holding the others constant.
Source of Support
As noted earlier, Zald and McCarthy, Jenkins and others have emphasized the important role
that financial support plays in creating the opportunity for nonprofit organizations to engage in
advocacy activity.33 Such resources are needed in order to support the “infrastructure” that
effective advocacy increasingly requires in a modern society.34
Both the paradigm of conflict and the paradigm of partnership theories identified above build
on this insight, though in rather different ways. According to the paradigm of conflict, nonprofit
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involvement in advocacy is critically related to the availability of private, charitable support
since organizations that come to depend on government support are likely to be co-opted and
diverted from their advocacy mission. To the extent that nonprofit organizations become
dependent on government support, therefore, their active engagement in advocacy will decline.
According to the paradigm of partnership theory, by contrast, dependence on private sources of
support can be every bit as confining for nonprofit organizations as dependence on government
support, and possibly more so, since private-sector organizations are as often the targets of
nonprofit advocacy as government agencies. What is more, there are important reasons for
cooperation between the voluntary sector and portions of the state in support of public service
objectives that both share. Instead of a conflictual relationship between government and the
nonprofit sector, therefore, this body of theory suggests the existence of a cooperative one
instead. According to this line of thought, therefore, the extent of advocacy activity is likely to
increase, not decrease, with higher levels of government support.
As reflected in Table 4, both of these theories find some support in the data, though the
paradigm of partnership notion gains a clear edge. Thus, as Table 4 shows, the proportion of
agencies engaging in advocacy does not decline as reliance on government support increases, as
the conflict paradigm would suggest; rather, it increases. Thus, 21 percent of the agencies with
most of their support from government report some advocacy activity compared to only 14
percent for agencies with little or no reliance on government support. This is virtually identical
to the relationship that holds for the levels of private philanthropic support. Far from reducing
nonprofit advocacy, in other words, government support seems as likely to stimulate it as private
philanthropy.

Table 4
Relationship between Source of Funding and Nonprofit Advocacy
Percent of Revenue from Source

% of Agencies with Any Advocacy Expenditures

GOVERNMENT
Little (0-20%)
Some (21-50%)
Most (51% +)
PRIVATE GIVING
Little (0-20%)
Some (21-50%)
Most (51% +)
ALL AGENCIES

14.1
21.3
20.7
14.5
16.9
21.4
16.0

These relationships between funding sources and advocacy activity can be seen even more
clearly in Table 5, which records the correlation between the share of agency income coming
from each of the various income sources measured in our survey and the share of agency
expenditures devoted to advocacy.35 As this table shows, the correlation between advocacy
activity and the government share of nonprofit income is positive and statistically significant at
the .01 level, exactly as the paradigm-of-partnership theory posited, but contrary to what the
paradigm of conflict theory would predict. At the same time, however, a statistically significant
positive relationship also holds between advocacy activity and the share of agency income
coming from private giving. As Table 5 also shows, however, not all the components of private
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giving operate in this fashion. As it turns out, the positive relationship between private giving
and nonprofit advocacy is largely the result of the performance of three sources of private
giving—United Way, foundations, and religious federations. All three of these are positively
related to advocacy involvement at a statistically significant level, though in the case of religious
federation support the relationship appears somewhat weaker. However, these three sources
together account for only about 10 percent of nonprofit human service and arts organization
income. By contrast, no statistically significant relationship exists between advocacy and the
other sources of private giving. Survey responses to an opinion question about the likelihood of
receiving corporate support lend credence to the notion that such support may be significantly
less conducive to advocacy involvement than government support. In particular, agencies that
indicated that corporations in their area do not support organizations such as theirs were
considerably more likely to be engaged in advocacy activity and to devote resources to it than
were agencies that reported limited access to corporate support.36
Table 5
Correlation between Funding Source and Advocacy Expenditures
Income Source
GOVERNMENT
PRIVATE GIVING
United Way
Foundations
Direct Individual
Corporations
Religious Federations
Other Federated Giving
DUES, FEES
* significant at the .05 level
** significant at the .01 level

Correlation with Share of Agency Income Spent on
Advocacy
.0627**
.0763**
.0927**
.0592**
.0056
.0071
.0458*
-.0136
-.1391**

The findings reported here seem to offer support as well to the resource mobilization school
of thought about the determinants of advocacy activity among nonprofit organizations. The
availability of at least certain types of financial support seems to be positively related to
nonprofit involvement in advocacy, suggesting that advocacy is not simply a function of preexisting grievances but also of the availability of resources to act on these grievances. At the
same time, these findings cast significant doubt on the negative relationship between government
and nonprofit advocacy posited in the paradigm of conflict theory. Rather, government support
appears to be one of the major sources of resources that help to encourage nonprofit advocacy, as
suggested by the paradigm of partnership theory. What is more, the data also seem to lend
credence to the suggestion in the paradigm-of-partnership theory that private support is not
automatically associated with greater advocacy activity on the part of nonprofit organizations.
Certain types of private giving do seem to contribute significantly to advocacy activity, but
others do not. Especially significant in this regard is the lack of a statistically significant
relationship between individual giving—the largest component of private giving—and advocacy
activity. Evidently, the rise of nonprofit advocacy during the 1960s and 1970s was, to a
significant extent, fueled by the growth in availability of government and foundation support. Of
the two, moreover, the former was undoubtedly the more substantial. Although foundation
giving to nonprofit advocacy organizations grew significantly during the 1960s, it never
exceeded 7/10 of 1 percent of all foundation giving at its peak in 1971, and it declined after that
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in real dollar terms.37 By contrast, a considerable infrastructure of government programs
emerged in the 1960s and into the 1970s that provided crucial support for nonprofit advocacy.
This included direct programs such as the Community Actions Programs of the Office of
Economic Opportunity, the Model Cities program, Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA),
and the legal services program. As McCarthy and Zald point out: "These programs provided the
financial resources to support large staffs for social movement organizations at the local level."38
Beyond this, "citizen participation" requirements built into other government programs helped to
stimulate citizen mobilization while purchase-of-service arrangements and grants to nonprofit
service organizations could be used in part to sustain advocacy-oriented staff.39
Bureaucratization and Professionalization
If external sponsorship helps determine the extent to which nonprofit organizations can
engage in advocacy activities, such external influences are mediated through a variety of internal
agency features that help shape the extent to which agency cadre take advantage of the
opportunities that exist. Given the strains that advocacy can often create within the broader
support systems on which nonprofit organizations depend, the organization theories reviewed
above suggest that as agencies grow in size and age and become more professionalized and
bureaucratized, they are likely to shy away from advocacy activity and settle into an almost
exclusively service-providing role more likely to ensure organizational survival. This line of
thinking would lead us to expect that the larger and more mature and agency, and the more
professionalized, the less likely it will be to engage in advocacy activity. By contrast, as we have
seen, resource mobilization theorists argue that it is precisely the absence of resources of
personnel and finances that limits nonprofit ability to engage in advocacy.
•

Size. As a first step in assessing the impact of bureaucratization and professionalization
on advocacy behavior, Table 6 reports on the relationship between agency advocacy
involvement and agency size, which is one measure of degree of bureaucratization.
Surprisingly, as this table shows, small agencies do not turn out to be more likely than
medium or large agencies to engage in advocacy activity, as the organization theory view
would suggest. To the contrary, they seem less likely. Thus 21 percent of the medium
and large organizations report some advocacy activity vs. 17 percent of the small
agencies. Evidently, the romantic view that advocacy activity is the peculiar preserve of
small, grassroots organizations and that agencies lose their ardor for advocacy as they
grow in size and become more preoccupied with organizational maintenance fails to find
support in the data we have assembled. On possible explanation for this, suggested by
the resource mobilization theory, is that whatever greater incentive smaller agencies may
have to involve themselves in advocacy is counterbalanced by the significant resources
that effective advocacy requires.
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Table 6
Relationship between Nonprofit Advocacy and Agency Size and Age
% of Agencies with
Any Advocacy Activity
Agency Size (n=2713)
Small
Medium
Large
Agency Age (n=3389)
Pre-1931
1931-1960
1961-1970
1971+

•

17
21
21
16
16
19
18

Age. A similar conclusion emerges, moreover, with respect to agency age. As Table 6
also indicates, there is some tendency for younger agencies to be more heavily engaged
in advocacy activity, but the tendency is slight. Thus, 15.6 percent of the agencies
formed prior to 1931 reported some advocacy activity compared to 18 percent of the
agencies formed since 1971. Far from an endorsement of the organization theory
perspective, the data on agency age and advocacy in Table 6 provide more support for the
paradigm of partnership theory than the organizational theories. This is so because of the
non-linear relationship this table reveals between agency age and advocacy. In particular,
agencies formed in the 1960s seem to have greater advocacy involvement than those
formed either prior to the 1960s or afterward. One plausible explanation of this pattern
may be that the apparent growth of advocacy activity among younger nonprofit
organizations, particularly those formed in the 1960s, may have more to do with shifts in
government policy during this period that made public resources available to support
nonprofit advocacy than the maturation and bureaucratization effected posited in the
organizational theories.

Supporting this interpretation is the experience of the traditional family-service agencies
during the 1960s. Created for the most part in the early part of this century, these agencies
apparently lost much of their earlier social reform orientation during the 1940s and 1950s, as the
organization theories would predict, and came to focus heavily on individual casework instead.
Under the influence of the War on Poverty and the Great Society legislation of the 1960s a shift
took place in the orientation of these agencies.40 In a historic communication sent to all member
agencies in 1969, the trade association representing the family service agencies, Family Services
Association of America, called on member agencies to revitalize their traditional role as
advocates for social reform and to devote professional talent to this function. This was
formalized at a 1975 national conference that identified “family advocacy” as one of the three
defining activities of a family service agency. By 1977, a significant increase had occurred in
the number of family service agencies that reported providing advocacy services and in the
number of staff devoted to this function. In short, a change in government policy helped to break
the connection between agency age and the erosion of the advocacy function of this set of
organizations. This may help to explain the limited connection between agency age and
involvement in advocacy activity reported in Table 6. In fact, when we disaggregate the
agencies primarily involved in the provision of social services to differentiate the family services
agencies from those engaged in the provision of day care or other social services, it turns out that
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the more professionalized family services agencies have a higher level of involvement in
advocacy activity than social service agencies more generally.41
•

Volunteer vs. professional staff. While agency size and age provide some measure of
bureaucratization and professionalization, a more direct measure is also available in the
ratio of volunteer to paid staff in an agency. A central tenet of the organizational theory
view of agency advocacy is that organizational maintenance and enhancement needs to
gain the upper hand and drive out advocacy activities as agencies come to depend more
heavily on paid, professional staff who seek definitions of their jobs that emphasize
specialized professional skills, and who must be supported and maintained. What is
more, effective advocacy often requires an active constituency of interested members and
supporters who can be mobilized for advocacy action.42 For both of these reasons, the
active involvement of volunteers in the operation of an agency should help to preserve an
active advocacy function.

To assess this line of argument, we computed the ratio of volunteer to paid staff in our
surveyed agencies and then related this to the likelihood of agency involvement in advocacy
activity. The results, reported in Table 7, do appear to support the view that a greater proportion
of the voluntary activity is associated with higher levels of advocacy involvement. Thus, 18-19
percent of the agencies with a medium or high ratio of volunteer to paid staff engage in advocacy
activity vs. only 7 percent of those with a low volunteer ratio.
Table 7
Relationship Between Nonprofit Advocacy
and Agency Professionalization
% of Agencies with Advocacy Activity
Volunteer/Staff Ratio
Low
7
Medium
18
High
19
Professionalization*
High
12
Low
32
*Percent of expenditures in any of the following service fields: health, institutional care, residential care, education,
social services, and culture.

•

Service focus. A more direct measure of agency professionalization is the service field
in which the agency is involved. As we noted earlier, some types of services have
become inherently more professionalized than others. While there are non-professional
occupations even in the more professionalized fields, (e.g., orderlies in the field of
medical care), it seems reasonable that the share of an agency’s expenditures that are
devoted to the more professionalized fields is a reasonable measure of the agency’s
degree of professionalization. Given the organization theory arguments presented earlier,
moreover, we would expect, other things being equal, that the greater the degree of
professionalization the less extensive the involvement in advocacy activity.

As it turns out, this expectation finds considerable support in the data. Thus, as shown in
Table 7, among agencies that devote a relatively high share of their total expenditures to the
more professionalized services, only 12 percent report any advocacy activity. By contrast,
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among the agencies with relatively low expenditures on these professionalized services, a much
higher 32 percent reported some advocacy activity.
•

Correlation results. The relationships between agency advocacy and the various
measures of agency bureaucratization and professionalization detailed above can be seen
even more clearly when we look at the results of a correlation analysis rather than simple
cross-tabulations. Thus, as shown in Table 8, three of the five bureaucratizationprofessionalization variables we have identified (agency, age, the volunteer/staff ratio,
and the share of expenditures going to more “professionalized” services) turn out to be
significantly related to advocacy performance in the direction predicted by the
organization theory view. Thus, advocacy expenditures increase as the year of formation
of the agency and the ratio of volunteers to paid staff increases. By contrast, advocacy
expenditures decline as the share of professional services in the agency’s service structure
increases, precisely as organization theory would predict.

While these findings lend considerable credence to the organization theory view of the
causes of nonprofit advocacy, or lack of advocacy, however, several caveats must be entered:
•

In the first place, perhaps the most basic measure of bureaucratization—agency
size—does not seem to be related significantly to advocacy. The expected decline of
advocacy involvement as size increases does not seem to occur. This suggests that
the insight offered by resource mobilization theory about the need for a minimum
level of resources in order to be able to support advocacy effectively may have some
empirical basis.

•

In the second place, as we have seen, the relationship between age and advocacy may
be more complicated than simple correlation analysis can detect. Instead of a linear
relationship, what seems to exist in fact is a curvilinear one, with advocacy activity
fairly uniform for all age categories except that of the 1960s. What made the 1960s
so special, however, were not the dynamics suggested by organization theory, but
those suggested by the paradigm-of-partnership. In particular, it was not the absence
of bureaucratization but the presence of specialized governmental support programs
that may account for the relatively high level of advocacy activity on the part of
nonprofit agencies formed during the 1960s. To the extent this is so, the positive
correlation here must be read not as support for the organization theory view, but for
the paradigm of partnership view.

•

In the third place, the negative relationship between professionalization and advocacy
recorded in Table 8 does not hold across the board. To the contrary, of the five
service fields thought to be more professionalized, only three (health, arts, and
institutional care) have a statistically significant negative relationship with advocacy
expenditures.43 For the other two fields, the relationship is either nonexistent (social
services) or strongly positive (education). At the other end of the spectrum, a
statistically significant positive relationship does seem to exist between advocacy
involvement and the extent of agency involvement in the least professionalized
service field (housing). But this also happens to be a field where government funding
expanded dramatically during the 1960s and 1970s. It is therefore possible that the
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results attributed to the degree of professionalization here are really a product of the
availability of government funding, as the paradigm of partnership argument would
suggest. This interpretation is also consistent with the discussion of the advocacy
behavior of the old-line social service agencies above, which indicated that a similar
dynamic may have been at work there.

Table 8
Relationship between Degree of Bureaucratization and Extent of Advocacy Expenditures
for Nonprofit Human Service Agencies
Variable

Correlation Coefficient

Expenditures
Employment
Age
Volunteer/staff ratio
% Professional services
Health
Institutional Care
Education
Culture, arts
Social services
Mental health/crisis intervention
Employment and training
Housing
* significant at the .05 level
** significant at the .01 level

-.0192
-.0260
.0581**
.0376*
-.2547**
-.0670**
-.0747**
.0813**
-.1634**
.0030
-.0073
.0132
.0572**

How then, can we interpret these results? The answer, it seems, is that
professionalization does seem to work in the direction that the organization theories would
suggest, to reduce the propensity of nonprofit organizations to engage in advocacy activity.
However, this effect can be mediated by external influences, such as the provision of their
advocacy roots. In both respects, public policy supportive of advocacy activity can be decisive
in overcoming organizational dynamics and freeing nonprofit organizations to be true to their
basic character.
Putting It All Together: The Regression Results
Before we rest content with these conclusions, however, it is important to acknowledge that
many of the variables we have been examining may be interrelated. This is the case, for
example, with agency size and the extent of reliance on government support as well as agency
size and type of service offered. Conceivably, therefore, a result we have attributed to a
particular variable may really be a product of another variable with which it is closely
interrelated.
To sort out these interacting effects, it is necessary to go beyond the simple correlations and
cross-tabulations presented so far and utilize a multiple regression technique. Multiple
regression makes it possible to test the relationship between two variables while holding constant
the impact of a variety of potentially intervening variables. While such techniques cannot prove
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cause and effect any more than correlations can, they can at least provide more assurance that a
statistically significant relationship is truly at work.
Table 9 reports the results of such a multiple regression analysis for the nonprofit advocacy
activity of concern to us here. The dependent variable in this anaylsis is the percent of nonprofit
expenditures devoted to advocacy. The independent variables are the funding source of
bureaucratization-professionalization variables that have been our focus throughout. In addition,
we introduce a “clientele” variable to test the extent to which agencies have retained a focus on
the poor. We hypothesize that agencies retaining such a focus will also be more likely to engage
in advocacy activity.
As Table 9 shows, five of the eight variables that our models posit to be relevant to
explaining the patterns of nonprofit advocacy activity do turn out to be significantly related to it,
even after introducing controls for the other variables. Thus, nonprofit advocacy involvement
turns out to be related positively to the levels of both government and private philanthropic
support, to the proportion of poor people among an agency’s clientele, and to the ratio of
volunteers to paid staff (though in the latter case, it is only at the .05 level of confidence). In
addition, advocacy involvement is related negatively to the share of “professionalized” services
an agency provides.
Table 9
Explaining Nonprofit Advocacy: Regression Results
Independent Variables

Regression Coefficient

FUNDING SOURCE
Government
Private Giving

+.1082**
+.1716**

BUREAUCRATIZATION
Expenditures
Employees
Age
Volunteer/Paid Staff Ratio
% Professional Services

.0130
-.0321
.0028
.0535
-.1866**

CLIENTELE
% Poor
* significant at the .05 level
** significant at the .01 level

-.0881**

How can we interpret these results? Broadly speaking, several conclusions seem to emerge:
•

In the first place, the results seem to lend far more credence to the paradigm of
partnership theory of nonprofit advocacy than they do to the paradigm of conflict
theory. To be sure, a highly significant positive relationship does emerge between
advocacy activity and private giving, even after controlling for the other variables in
the mode. However, the other variables in the paradigm of conflict model do not turn
out to be significantly related to advocacy activity, or are related to it in a direction
opposite to that predicted. Most importantly, the central relationship posited in this
conflict model that between advocacy and government support turns out not only to
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hold, but to operate in exactly the opposite direction from what the conflict model
predicts. In particular, not only is there no statistically significant negative
relationship between the extent of government funding and the extent of advocacy
activity, as the conflict model posits, but there is actually a statistically significant
positive relationship. While these results may not be sufficient to establish the
validity of the alternative partnership model, they certainly challenge the fundamental
premise of the conflict theory, at least so far as advocacy is concerned. Far from
declining as government support increases, nonprofit advocacy activity increases, and
this relationship holds even after controlling for other factors that might be polluting
the results, such as the fact that agencies with government support also tend to be
large.
•

In the second place, the results offer only modest support for the organization theory
model, to which the paradigm of conflict theory is also related. As reflected in Table
3, this model predicts a significant negative relationship between various measures of
agency bureaucratization (age, size, extent of professionalism) and agency
involvement in advocacy. As it turns out, however, no statistically significant
relationship exists between advocacy and agency age or size once controls are
introduced. This is more consistent with the resource mobilization theory than the
organization theory view. Agencies do not seem to lose their advocacy edge as they
grow in size and age. Although the “share of professionalized services” variable
works as predicted in the organization theory model, moreover, this was so in only a
few of the professional service fields. Elsewhere, as we have seen, intervening
factors, including government support, seem to have gotten in the way. What is
more, even the volunteer/paid staff ration variable is somewhat ambiguous. As it
turns out, this variable is highly correlated with the size of an agency. In other words,
the larger an agency, the more volunteers it seems able to handle. The independent
impact of this variable is thus reduced once controls are introduced for agency size.
To the extent this is so, it again provides some support for the resource mobilization
theory.

Conclusions
The findings reported here thus raise important challenges to a number of conventional
beliefs about the advocacy behavior of nonprofit public-benefit agencies. As it turns out, such
activity is far less widespread than widely assumed. Less than one in five agencies reported such
involvement as of the early 1980s. While there are significant variations in levels of advocacy
activity, these variations do not seem to correspond very well to the explanations posited in a
number of the more prominent theories in the field. In particular, agency size, age, and
professionalization do not seem as detrimental to agency advocacy activity as classical
organization theory would suggest. Nor does government support undermine the advocacy role
of nonprofit organizations as many have assumed. To the contrary, large and small agencies
engage in advocacy in almost equal measure and the link between professionalization and
advocacy holds only in certain fields. More strikingly, government support seems fare more
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likely to stimulate nonprofit advocacy activity than to retard it, though the same can be said for
private support as well.
To be sure, these findings must be considered tentative in view of the limitations on the
measures of advocacy and of other critical dimensions of agency operations we have used. It is
quite possible, after all, that the advocacy activity we are tapping is limited in scope and
constrained in its objectives, focusing on expanding government funding of agency programs
rather than broader social change. However, what constitutes “true” social change is itself open
to debate. What is more, the large number of agencies through which we have been able to
examine these relationships gives us some confidence that the results are generally correct.
Beyond this, the results outlined here resonate extraordinarily well with other studies of
nonprofit advocacy behavior. Thus, Zald and Ash have challenged the conventional “iron law of
oligarchy” contention that agencies inevitably become more conservative and adverse to
advocacy as they become more professionalized, pointing out that leaders of organizations are
often more committed to social change then are their members.44 Similarly, Ralph Kramer found
in his study of nonprofit agencies serving the handicapped that reliance on public funds did not
have the restraining effect on the agency advocacy that is widely assumed. To the contrary
Kramer found that “[t]he U.S. agencies that receive the largest amount in public funds are among
the most active advocates.”45 Michael Sosin reached a similar conclusion in his study of
agencies providing material assistance in the mid-1980s. If anything, Sosin found, agencies with
government support are more likely to advocate.46
Taken together, the findings here thus give considerable support to the resource mobilization
theory of social movements and nonprofit advocacy, and particularly to the paradigm-ofpartnership variant of this theory suggested here. Although advocacy may be the
“quintessential” function of the nonprofit sector, a surprisingly small proportion of agencies
actually engage in it actively despite the resistance of quite significant problems that advocacy
could help resolve. One important reason for this is that advocacy has significant costs. It
requires professional staff, communications capabilities, information, and the capacity to bring
people and information together in the right place at the right time. It thus inevitably competes
with other functions that organizations may want to perform. Unlike these other functions,
however, advocacy delivers its benefits to everyone rather than restricting them to the
organization’s clients or members. This poses challenges to the organization in capturing the
organizational benefits that successful advocacy might create (e.g., client gratitude or public
recognition). Worse yet, advocacy can challenge important organizational constituencies and
thus end up producing more harm than good, at least to the organization. Under these
circumstances, what is most difficult to explain is not why so many nonprofit organizations
refrain from advocacy activity as why significant numbers still engage in it.
From the evidence at hand, it appears that an important part of this explanation lies in the
availability of resources that can support the advocacy function coupled with the presence of a
moral and political commitment to keep this function alive. In part, this has been achieved
through the creation of specialized advocacy agencies staffed by public-interest entrepreneurs,
personnel professionally committed to advocacy activity. Also important, however has been the
provision of resources to sustain such advocacy. As paradoxical as it may seem, one of the
principal sources of such resources has been the public sector.
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If those who celebrate nonprofit advocacy must consequently change their preconceptions
about the spontaneous, grassroots character of this activity and its need for independence from
the state, they can at least take some comfort in the suggestions that these data provide that the
limited involvement of most nonprofit agencies in this critical function may not be as fixed a
product of organizational maturation as is sometimes believed. Rather, it can be changed
through effective leadership buttressed by specially targeted external resources. For this
“quintessential” function of the nonprofit sector to be sustained, therefore, it is important that
such leadership and resources be supplied.
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